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***** Print on Demand *****. Approximately 43 of us have a mutual reception by sign in our birth
chart, ie, when two planets simultaneously occupy each other s sign. It s a powerful combination
linking the effects of two houses in a chart, yet it s one of the least understood patterns in astrology.
This book, an invaluable reference for any astrologer s library, describes the effects for each of the
66 combinations of house lord exchange. The first section of the book defines mutual reception in
various forms, and the rules under which they apply. There s a simple science at work here, and its
rigor provides straightforward rules for interpretation. A number of techniques make it clear how
to analyse the strength of each mutual reception, identify the control planet and the affected areas
of life, and determine the outcome. There are 66 case studies, one for each combination, eg, an
exchange of 3rd/8th house lords. The author provides a general interpretation for each pattern,
using the example of a famous person with that same combo, and an analysis of the mutual
reception in their...
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ReviewsReviews

This written book is excellent. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying period. You are going to like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Ha dley Ullr ich-- Ha dley Ullr ich

A superior quality book along with the font employed was exciting to see. It is one of the most amazing book i have got read through. You wont really feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Sa ntina  Sa nfor d-- Sa ntina  Sa nfor d
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